ANYA COSMETIQUES…..

answers to marketing innovation and creativity demand with:

COMBI DUO SUN CARE
Formula code CMB/15950L gel/cream
code CBM/15952L stick ball

PRODUCT ID:
The combi duo offers double sun protection (SPF 50+ in body and face cream + SPF 30 in the ball
stick for the lips), ideal for all outdoor sports, summer and winter. Its “velvet effect” texture, a
combination of precious emollients, also protects the skin against external climatic aggressions,
such as cold, wind and salt water, maintaining the right hydration, avoiding dryness of the skin and
chapping of the lips.
WHY WE LOVE IT:
The cream penetrates in a few moments without leaving a trace. The thin tube packaging fits easily
in your bag. The stick integrated in the screw cap is very practical.
FORMULATION HIGHLIGHTS:
With a new formulation strategy, the anhydrous cream has better water resistance as a key
parameter. The protection provided is not compromised either by sweating or after each exposure
to water, without affecting the sensoriality of the product which is not occlusive, heavy or sticky.
The absence of emulsifiers avoids removing the oily layer from the skin. The oils are selected
on the basis of their substantiality and adhesion to the skin. The entrapment of sunscreens in
the network is a new approach to formulation, it improves stability over time and guarantees an
efficient, photostable and adherent type of sunscreen. Transdermal administration and filter
absorption are also reduced.

TRENDS IT SUPPORTS:

EU / FDA* / JP* ( * to be confirmed)
Start your development with this trendy formulation, developed and tested by chemists in our R&D laboratory. Good working.
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